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Revamped lbrty.com Features
Interactive Color Printer Diagrams
Liberty Parts Team is delighted to offer on its website a fast and easy way to identify part names, numbers and locations. They are simply the best printer
diagrams you have ever seen. We suggest you stop
reading right now, go to lbrty.com and see for yourself.
FAST. At our home page, find the drop-down
menu called "Diagrams." Make a selection, click
"Go" and be dazzled by laser printer diagrams that
are as stunning as they are useful. Compared to
thumbing through a manual, these fast-loading diagrams are lightning fast.
REALISTIC. We've taken hundreds of photos of
parts for use with these diagrams. As with the manuals, the parts are numbered; descriptions and part
numbers are at the side. What a difference color
photography makes! No more identifying objects
by shape alone.
VIVID. Need a closer look? Click on a part to see
an enlargement. Need another perspective? The enlargements are usually from a different perspective
to aid identification. See the example on page 3,
where the cartridge motor is being clicked upon.
UNCLUTTERED. Each diagram set has one diagram for covers and one to three for internal parts.
We have omitted the dozens of screws, sensors,
springs and miscellaneous plastic pieces that aren't
stocked or sold, thus reducing the number of diagrams and increasing ease of use.
Whether you want to identify a part in hand, a part
you need, or a part number, or perhaps just become
COLOR DIAGRAMS at lbrty.com

familiar with a certain printer, these LPT diagrams will
be a help.
The Tech-Friendliest Site on the Internet
The diagrams are part of the new lbrty.com framework. Web pages about particular printer models
have links to tech articles, maintenance kit instructions, manuals, diagrams and part numbers for the
same models.
A page devoted to these categories of information is accessible from every page by clicking a menu
button called "Good Stuff." This page also has a
drop-down menu for back issues of this publication.
Our aim is to have the tech-friendliest website on the
internet.
If you like our website, we ask that you to enter
Liberty Parts Team into your computer database as a
printer parts vendor, if you haven't already done so.
Thank you!
LINE ART DIAGRAMS in the manuals

Show color photographs of printer parts.

Show only the shape of objects, not their color or texture.

Show, in two or three diagrams, parts that may need replacement.

Show many objects in many diagrams, making it hard to find
what you are looking for.

Let you see an enlargement of a part by clicking on it.

Render small parts so tiny as to require magnification.

Let you see an alternative perspective in many cases.

Offer a single perspective.
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THE NEW WAY: Click a part for a better look
COMPANY

PRINTER PARTS SPECIALS

Liberty Keeps Growing

• J7934G, JetDirect 620N (10/100-TX),
new OEM: $129

Liberty Parts Team's unique combination of expertise and dedication to individual parts testing
has kept it growing year after year. So far in 2011, it
has sold to more customers per month than in 2010.
Thank you all for your business.

• RM1-0013, 4200/4300 fuser, remanufactured: $79

Liberty Parts Team is a wholesale supplier of laser
printer parts for HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Oki. It
was created in 2005 by David Reinke and is based in
Madison, Wis.

• RM1-1088, 42xx/43xx 500-sheet cassette,
new OEM: $69

Prices valid thru Jan. 31, 2012 while quantities
last.

Service Edge is the quarterly laser printer tech bulletin of
Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke
Editor: Robert Reinke
Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke
©2011 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
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Curing the 50.7 error
in the LJ CP6015 &
CM6030/CM6040
Like many HP printer models, the CP6015 and its
multi-function variants, the CM6030 and CM6040,
can experience worn gears in the fuser drive. This
has been resulting in 50.7 errors (Fig. A). If you see
this error, call your Liberty Parts Team account executive and order RM1-3247, the one-way gear asm.
The fuser drive system in these printers is simple:
a motor and two gears on the outside of the printer
wall, and a one-way gear assembly in the fuser cavity.
The one-way gear assembly is basically a shaft with
two gears on it. Fig. B shows the assembly, and also
the two gears removed from the assembly. Note that
the inner gear, the one-way gear, may be either black
or white.
All of our photos are of a CM6040, but all parts
and procedures are the same on the CP6015.

A The 50.7 Fuser error

B The one-way gear asm with old gears. The inner
gear can be white or black.

50.7 Error Procedure
1. REMOVE FUSER. Open the right door and pull
the large blue handles out toward you. Next, rotate
the small blue levers down to the unlocked position
(make sure these levers are still in the unlocked position before re-installing the fuser, then lock them after installation). Pull out the fuser.
2. REMOVE GEARS FROM PRINTER. You can see
the two gears of the one-way gear assembly on the
right side of the cavity (Fig. C). Remove the e-ring
from the end of the shaft, and slide the gears off.
NOTE: Be very careful when removing and installing e-rings. If one falls into the printer, not only is it
lost, but it may also jam up a mechanical assembly
or short out an electrical assembly. We recommend
spreading a cloth or paper below the e-ring while removing and installing it.

C The gears, seen with fuser removed.

3. REMOVE GEARS FROM NEW ASSEMBLY. Remove the gears from the new assembly the same
way, install them onto the shaft in the printer, and
replace the e-ring. Fig. B shows the proper orientation. Reverse the steps and you are done.
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1. REAR-LEFT COVER: Tab (upper
arrow), retainer (middle arrow)
& SCREW (lower arrow)

PRINTER TECH ARTICLE



Grinding & Binding in the
CP6015, CM6030/40

2. REAR-LEFT COVER: TABS (4)



There are other parts in the fuser drive system that
could cause grinding noises and gear binding. If you
experience these issues without getting a 50.7 error,
we recommend replacing the following parts:
• RM1-3247 Fixing one-way gear asm (just the
gears)
• XG9-0586 Ball bearing
• RU5-0791 34-tooth gear
• RU5-0790 Fuser drive gear (83T/25T)
In the unlikely event that you get a 50.7 error and
replacing the one-way gear does not work (see related article, p.4) then replacing the above parts would
be recommended.

3. REAR-RIGHT COVER: TABS (2)

The procedure to replace these parts is not difficult, but we recommend taking precautions against
loss of the two e-clips.




1. REMOVE FUSER.
2. REMOVE Rear-left cover: As you look at
the rear of the printer, this cover will actually be on
your right. It is the one with the cut-out for the formatter board. To remove it, unplug the scanner/ADF



• RM1-4519 Fuser motor

4 SCREWS (11)
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5. FUSER MOTOR: SCREWS (4), CABLE

cable from the formatter if necessary (CM6030 and
CM6040 only), remove one screw at the bottom,
release one tab near the top (Fig. 1) and three tabs
along the edge (Fig. 2), and pull the cover away from
the printer.
3. Rear-right cover: This cover is on your left
as you look at the rear of the printer. To remove it,
remove one screw at the bottom, release two tabs
(Fig. 3), and pull the cover away from the printer.
6. FUSER DR GEAR, PLATE: SCREWS (3)

4. Rear cover: On the CM6030 and CM6040
only, the scanner/ADF cable is secured by a plastic retainer that presses into the rear cover (Fig. 1).
Disengage the retainer from the cover by simply
pulling it out (this will require some force). Remove
two screws from the edge of the cover next to the
formatter and nine screws from the rear surface
(Fig. 4), and remove the cover. When re-installing, it
helps to seat the upper part of the cover first.
5. Fuser motor: Unplug one cable near the
top, remove four screws (Fig. 5), and pull the motor
away from the printer.

7. FUSER DR GEAR, PLATE


8. ONE-WAY GEAR ASM

6. Fuser drive gear and plate: Remove three
screws (Fig. 6) and pull the plate away from the printer. To completely remove it, you will have to disengage cables from the cable guide at the lower left
corner, or you can just allow the plate to dangle by
these cables until you are ready to re-install it. The
fuser drive gear (Fig. 7) slides off of the metal peg
on the plate. When re-installing this plate, be sure to
hook the upper left corner into its slot before seating
the rest of it.
Now you can see the other end of the one-way
gear assembly and the 34-tooth gear and e-ring that
secure it (Fig. 8). You may or may not need to replace
this gear, but either way, it has to come off in order
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to remove the complete one-way gear assembly. To
remove it, first remove the e-ring (be careful not to
drop it into the printer!), then pull the gear off of the
shaft. Note that this gear has a keying slot (Fig. 9);
when re-installing the gear, this slot must line up with
the dowel pin at the end of the shaft. The dowel pin
can be seen in Figs. 10 & 11.
To complete the removal of the one-way gear assembly, remove the dowel pin, then go back into the
fuser cavity (Fig. 12) and pull the assembly through.
It should come out with a ball bearing on the shaft.
Make sure that this ball bearing (or a new one if it
needs replacing) gets transferred onto the shaft of
the new one-way gear assembly before installing
it. Fig. 13 shows the proper orientation of the ball
bearing on the shaft. When re-installing this shaft, be
careful not to dislodge the brass bushing (visible in
Figs. 10 & 11).

9. GEAR, 34-T: showing slot

To re-assemble the printer, simply reverse the
above steps.

10. DOWEL

11. DOWEL REMOVAL



12. ONE-WAY ASM

13. ONE-WAY ASM with BALL BEARING
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Paper Jam Troubleshooting in the LJ 4000, 4050, 4100
The most common and complex problem occurring in laser printers is the 13 paper jam. We at LPT
have systemized years of observed printer behavior
into a method for troubleshooting this error in the
4000, 4050 and 4100.
The first thing to check for is whether there is paper stuck inside the printer. Check underneath the
toner cartridge, by the cassettes, or in the fuser. If
you find paper in the machine, go to I.

If there is no paper in the machine, disconnect
the printer from the computer or network and restart
it, in case there is a job in the queue that is trying to
print. More importantly, it will tell us whether the error occurs immediately after powering on, or only
when a print job has been sent.
If there is a paper jam message after powering on
the printer, and no paper is stuck inside, go to II.
If there is a paper jam message only after sending a print job to the printer, and no paper is stuck
inside, go to III.
I. Paper is found in path
A. If the paper stops just after a sensor and is not
folded or crumpled, that sensor is probably not
functioning properly. Go to II.
B. Check for slick or non-turning pickup rollers (see
IIIA2, IIA3).

Fig. 1: Registration sensor arm

C. If the paper is folding or crumpling, you can usually find the problem at the leading edge of the
paper. It could be a worn roller, a foreign object,
or skewing outside of the paper path.

Fig. 2: (4000/4050) Exit sensor, connects with
sensor in fuser in Fig. 3

Fig. 3: (4000/4050) Sensor arm, connects with
sensor in Fig. 2

D. In cases where the location of the problem is not
obvious, run paper through all possible paths. If
the jam occurs in all paths, look at the areas that
are common to all (the registration area and the
fuser). If the jam only occurs in certain paths, look
at areas particular to that path (usually the pickup
and feed rollers associated with a given tray).
E. One other clue is the printed image. If the page,
or part of the page, is past the toner/transfer area
and blank, either the timing is so far off that the
printer didn’t even attempt to generate an image, or the input sensor did not “see” the paper.
In this case, the problem is usually in the input
section, even though the paper may be found
considerably farther along than that. If the image
is shifted up or down on the page, the registration assembly (which controls image position) is
probably defective.

Fig. 4: (4100) Exit sensor arm inside fuser, beneath the paper guide
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PARTS CAUSING STARTUP JAMS: registration/feed sensor
asm, engine controller board, fuser.

II. STARTUP JAMS: 13 ERROR AT POWERUP (NO PAPER FOUND)
If the printer still powers up with a paper jam error,
one or more of the printer’s paper movement sensors are stuck or broken. There are four places to
check.
A. REGISTRATION SENSOR ARM (Fig. 1). Remove
the toner cartridge and pull back the registration asm. Locate the registration sensor arm and
make sure it has tension, is intact and free of paper. It is part of the registration/feed sensor assembly, a popular item at Liberty Parts Team and
well worth stocking.
B. EXIT SENSOR ARM (1)
1. 4000/4050. In the 4000/4050, this is
divided into two parts, one part in the fuser,
the other on the engine controller board.
a. ECB Sensor: Remove the fuser and locate the sensor on the engine controller
board (Fig. 2). Make sure it is not being
interfered with and is unbroken. Replace
the engine controller board if the arm is
broken.
b. FUSER SENSOR (Fig. 3). On the fuser
there is an exit sensor flag which interacts
with the above sensor. See that it is not
broken and replace the fuser if it is.
2. 4100. (Fig. 4) The sensor is inside the fuser.
Open the paper guide. If the arm is not
operating, replace the fuser.
C. EXIT SENSOR ARM (2) (Fig. 5). Check for paper
near the exit sensor flag inside the fuser. Move
this flag (a in Fig. 5) and see that the plastic piece
on the side (b) also moves.
D. FEED SENSOR ARM (Fig. 6). Remove the tray one
pickup assembly and locate and check the feed
sensor. It should move with tension. Replace the
registration/feed sensor assembly if it is broken.
E. As a last resort, replace the engine controller
board.

Fig. 5: Exit sensor. Move a and b also moves.
The LJ 4100 sensor is slightly different.

Fig. 6: Feed sensor arm (Tray 1 Pickup Asm removed)

III. Error occurs after print job (NO PAPER
FOUND) This always indicates paper pick-up failure.
A. COMMON CAUSES. Check all.
1. The printer, because of a malfunctioning
paper-out sensor, is trying to pick up from
an empty tray. This is especially common in
the manual feed tray, the first default option.
Replace the Tray 1 pickup assembly in this
case. If it occurs in the cassettes, replace the
appropriate pickup drive asm.
2. Insufficient friction between the pickup
roller and the paper, either because the
roller is worn and slick, or because the
paper has not lifted completely (defective
lifter mechanism). Check the pickup rollers
(4) for the cassettes; or the Tray 1 pickup
roller as required.
3. The pickup roller is not turning. This can
indicate a problem related to the the pickup
drive asm.
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4. If the pickup & feed/sep rollers don't move
during the print job, replace the feed asm.
B. OTHER POSSIBILITIES.
1. Replace the pickup drive asm.
2. The engine controller board may not be
sending the proper signals to the pickup
drive asm. Replace the ECB.
3. Among other duties, the feeder control PCA
transmits the signal that drives the cassette
pickup solenoid. If it fails to do this, there will
be a pickup failure with an accompanying 13
paper jam error message.

4. In the cassettes, the torque limiter can cause
both feed failure and multi-feeding.

PARTS CAUSING PRINT-JOB JAMS, NO PAPER FOUND:
From Left: tray 1 pickup asm, feed asm, tray 1 pickup roller,
cassette pickup rollers, torque limiter, feeder controller pca.
Not shown: engine controller board

PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

LJ 4000/4050, 4100: A summing up
Those new to the field of laser printer service
would benefit from a summing up of typical issues
of popular laser printers. This month we will look at
the HP LaserJet 4000/4050 and the 4100, which are
reliable machines that were introduced more than a
decade ago and are still widely used.
Light Print. Turn Economode off, if on. Then try
replacing the laser scanner, 3 in Diagram 1. Could
also be the engine controller board.

bewildering prompts to load paper result. There are
four kinds of this board, so check the chart on page
11 to find the correct part number.
False 41.3 error. The size detections switches on
the feeder controller pca have failed. The error also
can also be caused when a worn feed or separation
roller slows the timing of the paper.

Paper Pickup Problems. Consult the second
section of the paper jam article. Should you need to
replace a pickup drive assembly, see the article on
page 11.

41.5 error/Blank Page. This is commonly caused
by the paper feed assembly (15 in Diagram 1), but
first, check the front of the cassette and make sure
the separation roller and the torque limiter are
clipped into each other. Then replace the paper
feed assemb ly. A third option is a faulty registration/
feed sensor assembly, 12 in Diagram 1

False Load Paper or Unexpected Paper Size
Messages. The feeder controller pca, in addition
to driving the cassette pickup solenoid, detects paper size. Should it fail to detect paper size correctly,

Unfused print on labels. In the Paper Handling
Menu, go to tray one type and set it to labels. Next,
set Configure Fuser Mode Menu to “Yes”. In the sub
menu, change the settings for labels to high.

13 Paper Jam. See the paper jam article.

Unrequested engine tests. Remove the left panel and locate the engine test switch on the engine
controller board, just below and behind the fan.
Spray contact cleaner into this switch. If that fails, replace the engine controller board.
Notes:
• The tray 1 pickup asm. for the 4000/4050 & the
4100 interchange. However, this may cause the optional envelope feeder to lose functionality.

Diagram 1

• Replacement D-rollers and feed guide belts may
have a different appearance from the original parts.
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How To Identify Which Pickup Drive, Feeder PCA, Tray You Need
Pickup problems can be caused by failure in the
pickup drive assembly. Aside from worn pickup rollers, there are various parts that can fail in this assembly. Most commonly, the holder for the pickup rollers can break when an overstuffed tray is installed.
Each cassette has its pickup guide assembly.
Here is how to identify which pickup drive assembly
you need.
•

The LaserJet 4000T, 4000TN, 4050T and
4050TN have two 250-sheet trays, and possibly
a third 500-sheet optional tray on the bottom.
The part numbers are noted below.

•

LaserJet 4000 and 4050 models without a “T”
have one 500-sheet tray and may have the optional 500-sheet tray

• The 4100 has one 500-sheet tray and possibly an
optional 500-sheet tray.

	Be careful when removing the optional 500-sheet
feeder and the lower 250-sheet feeder. They have
unsecured white pieces with springs that are hard
to reinstall. When the cassette is removed, these
pieces de-couple the gear that drives the transport
roller, found only in the lower feeder modules. It is a
good idea to carefully manipulate and observe the
mechanism before removal and after reinstallation.
However, since their sole function is the facilitating
jam removal, the presence of these parts is not critical for printer operation.

MODELS

Cassette

Pickup Drive Asm

Feeder Controller PCA

4000, 4000N,
4050, 4050N

500-sheet: C4125A
500-sheet (opt.): C8056A

RG5-2672
RG5-2690 for optional tray

RG5-2673
RG5-3821 for optional cassette

4000T, 4000TN,
4050T, 4050TN

250-sheet (2): C4126A
500-sheet (opt.): C8056A

RG5-2683 for upper cassette
RG5-2684 for lower cassette
RG5-2690, for optional tray

RG5-2685 controls both cassettes
RG5-3821 for optional cassettes

RG5-5277
RG5-5293 for 500-sheet feeder,
standard on the T models, optional on others

RG5-2673
RG5-5539 for 500-sheet feeder

4100, 4100N,
500-sheet universal: C8056A
4100TN, 4100DTN

Diagram 2
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A problem well stated is a problem half solved. -Charles F. Kettering, inventor & engineer (1876-1958)
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The one website for all your
printer information needs.
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Good Stuff
Tech articles

• color diagrams
• manuals
• tech articles
• kit instructions
• part numbers

LIBERTY PARTS TEAM: 888-444-8778
The one number for all your printer parts needs.

